
Mark your Calendars...The Jewish Film Festival is Coming  

Thursday Night at the Movies 

February 21 and 28 March 7 and  14 

Penn State  Devorris Downtown Center 

 February 21, 2013:  The Debt-   Feature Film, 114 minutes. Helen Mir-

ren and Tom Wilkinson star in this suspense thriller about three Israeli Mossad 
agents who track down a Nazi war criminal hiding in East Berlin in 1966.  The op-
eration goes array and causes the trio to tell lies that haunt them for the rest of 
their lives. 

February 28,2013   Follow Me: The Yoni Netanyahu Story- Docu-

mentary, 87 minutes, English and Hebrew, made in the USA and Isarel,2012.  
The film consists of two story arcs that tragically and historically connect.  The 
first is the dramatic Entebbe hijack and rescue.  The second is the remarkable 
life story of Yonathan Netanyahu, a young soldier who struggle to find a balance 
between his family and the nation he loved.   

March 7, 2013:   Nicky’s Family- Documentary, 90 minutes. Made in 

the Czech Republic, 2012.  This is a nearly forgotten story of Englishman, Nicholas 
Winton, who rescued  669 Czech and Slovak children at  the outbreak of World War 
11.  Winton, now 102 years old, did not speak about these events with anyone for 
more than half a century.  Today the story is known all over the world. Thousands of 
children in many countries have decided to follow in his footsteps by developing 
projects that help in saving the lives of undernourished and sick children in Cambo-
dia and Africa.   

Join us for a great dinner next door at the Heritage Discovery Center beginning at 5:30pm.  

We will have wine and appetizers, with dinner catered by Paula & Dave Binus.  All films be-

gin at 7:30pm.  It is the best bargain in town with dinner only $15/per person and films at 

$5.  Free to students.  Reserve your space by calling the Federation at 515-1182 or email us 

at altfed@atlanticbb.net.   

March 14, 2013:  The Jazz Singer- Feature Film, 115 minutes, 

made in the USA, 1980.  this is a remake of the classic Al Jolsen “First Talkie” 
and stars Neil Diamond and Laurence Oliver.  Diamond shines a Yussel, the 5th 
generation cantor who wants to break the family tradition and make a career in 
popular music.  Against the wishes of his father  (Olivier) and wife, he moves to 
Hollywood where he  is successful-but conflicted.  The soundtrack is vintage 
Neil Diamond.   


